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By Aamir Bashir
This is all about terrorism and bloodshed which is done in Quetta since last (08) eight years …
One is really concerned about his/her life and family. This is totally my personal view that
people who have left and /or are leaving Quetta since all these consecutive years

is a matter of great concern because in this tenure a number of good Doctors, Engineers,
Entrepreneurs, Bureaucrats, Highly Qualified Personnel, Intellectual Students, etc. have left the
Balochistan province.
There is something which is always neglected by every Government in the case of Balochistan
and that is that they never wanted to educate the masses of Balochistan in the very first stance
and always tried to divide the provinces on the basis of literacy which is created by their own
selves. Due to illiteracy and lack of interest of development/ education in the province, the
masses are constantly depriving from disrespect, education and a good secure life. Security has
become a big concern for everyone. Basic need of freedom for everyone to live their lives with
full rights has become a question mark now for those living in Balochistan province.
The target killing started from the point when probably some miscreants of the local Baloch tribe
forcibly tried to send all the Punjabi’s and settlers out of their province as the province is named
after their tribe and this situation got more worse when they killed some of the people who were
Punjabi’s / so called settlers. After that a properly organized murder of all the innocent people
had been started and the local businessmen, estate/property dealers and rivals took advantage
of this situation and killed a lot of people which made the situation worse than ever … one day
or another there comes a strike call from various representations of masses for a wheel jam or
shutter down.
There were two major political assassinations in the province one in the previous government of
President Musharraf which was of Nawab Akbar Khan Bugti who was a famous tribal and
political leader and the other in the current government of President Zardari which was of Habib
Jalib Baloch who was the Secretary General of a famous political party and a Senior Advocate,
after which the city was ruined into pieces and the roads were blocked, the shops were broken,
the banks were put on fire, ATM machines were destroyed, government offices were destroyed,
cars and buildings were destroyed … hardly anything was safe. Several Teachers, Lecturers,
Doctors, Senior Politicians, Government Employees, Government Minister for Education (who
was a Punjabi/ settler) Businessmen, Poor People etc. got killed during the tenure of this newly
formed coalition government but still the recent government representatives are unable to
control the situation of target killings and always have the same stance that they can’t do
anything … if not then why not they leave their seats and resign from the positions they have
occupied.
The current government has broken every record of previous governments and has pushed the
common man behind the line of poverty and is trying to kill them by high prices of groceries and
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utility bills. Now there is no middle class left in our society there is either rich or poor. This is the
responsibility of our government that it should provide good education, health, security and
living facilities to every citizen but this doesn’t seems to be happening in the current
government. Though it’s a democratic government but there is no democracy left behind in their
heinous deeds. They never take any serious action against all these extremism and terrorism
which is a matter of great dilemma for all us.
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